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Completed the development of the eTIR software prototype. Implemented **All messages** of the eTIR Specifications v4.1:
- 10 External messages (Business to Customs)
- 16 Internal messages (Customs to Customs)
- 2 message pairs in testing

Developed a **Non regression system** (test coverage) to ensure a good reliability of eTIR over time (130+ automated test cases)
Found several **issues** with the eTIR Specifications which will require guidance from the GE.1

Reviewed entirely the existing **eTIR Database** and listed 150+ changes to perform

Received proposals from two UN entities (UN ICC, UN/GSC) for **hosting** the eTIR international system and ITDB
Once messages in v4.1 are fully tested, implement the changes according to the latest version of the eTIR Specifications (v4.3).

Continue writing the documentation for the Customs Authorities to connect their system to the eTIR international system.